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About This Game

Red had grown, she understood what happened, why he always mentioned those words although she couldn't stand watching and
being overwhelmed by the old memories all the time. Now that he's dead, it doesn't have to be so anymore...

Dear Red is a game based on two choices: Truth or Lie. Each of your choices will lead to a different result. In the game, you are
Red, a girl with a plan to look for her mother's murderer to end his life. You have planned this for a long time, but nothing goes

as expected when you're facing the one whose neck you long to stab day and night.

There are 16 - 17 endings, and some of them are short, some are long. The playtime will be longer or not, it all depends on you
and your choices.

[Extended Version]
- Endings changed
- Graphics changed

- Bonus content (Digital artbook included)
- Gameplay changes
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I bought this on a whim not expecting it to do anything more than help fill some spare time, and the game turned out to be an
excellent way to fill that time. The first few levels teach you how to play, without obviously being a tutorial or babying you
along. It is extremely gratifying to complete the puzzles; blowing up piggy banks and a safe is a lot of fun. Each level has a time
limit which is often challenging, and this adds to replayability. It's easy to get hooked and play level after level.

The music is upbeat and tuneful, this is one of the few games where I haven't bothered to mute the soundtrack.

Finally, the game is polished and free of bugs and I highly recommend it.. ive played the gsme for about forty minutes it was fun
for a bit but got boring and repetative very fst. I love this game!! Kad is my favorite because cat of course!! so small and cute;;

i'm excited for the other paths :). Unfortuantely, as much as I loved this game both when it first came out in '85, and this
version, it has a critical and uncorrected bug at the moment. without being able to play the 1914 scenario, I have to say don't
buy.

UPDATE: apparently with the recent update, the 1914 scenario now works. That correction makes the game a yes in my book
then.. I'm lovin' it. Would love to get more games like this to play and review.. Good game if a bit pricey. I have played this
game a long time ago so it's not a new game per se. However the graphics hold up nicely and the story is cute. I like the extra's
like the wallpapers and it does have a travel map too. All in all good game but wish it was a bit cheaper considering it's age.
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The entire trilogy was great. The romances were my favorite part, but I wish they'd be longer!. Too dark, too short.. I played it,
expecting it to be like besiege, and I typically like these games. The campaign however I really find very challenging which can
be fun sometimes. I just wish they had more things to do in it. Perhaps building something to destroy something or deliver
something. The game would be awesome then!. Was looking forward to trying this game out, unfortunatey it isn't very good.
Early access, I'm ok with that, but the combat system is awful. After killing a few minor enemies you encounter a "scorpion"
creature with a LOT of health and your inept character isn't up to the task with the clumsy combat system. You have a
companion who just stays in the background, no help whatsover so you're left to fight this creature alone, good luck to anyone
who beats it. I don't have the patience to run in circles hitting the creature and causing very little damage, you could be there for
a week. Another issue is the clipping through rocks and the grass textures are not on the ground. High hopes were quickly
dampened. Refunded.
Here's a video I streamed on twitch, quailty not great but you'll get the overall impression.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/xtPWkJVTNS8. As others have said, there is no challenge to this game.

Click to advance another tedious day.
That's it.
The battles have two strategy options; either fight or retreat each round.

Dull and boring.. One of the best sims pierod. Very complex so the learning curve is steep, but once understood it's one of the
best sims!
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